
Refreshed Strategic Plan  
2020-2023
Inspiring world-class teaching professionalism



IN April 2020 we launched our Strategic Plan 2020-2023, 
which set out our ambitions for the organisation, our 
contribution to Scottish education and our intended impact 
on registrants. Over the following 18 months, everyone 
in Scottish education experienced significant challenges 
as a result of the global pandemic, from learners and their 
families to student teachers, teachers, lecturers and people 
who work in schools and education services across the 
country. This has also been the case for GTC Scotland. Our 
organisational resilience was strongly tested. 

Our focus has always been on supporting registrants 
to become, to be and to grow as teachers in Scotland. 
This was reflected in the theme for our Annual Lecture 
in January 2021, at which we discussed the changes and 
challenges faced by Scottish education and launched the 
Professional Standards for Teachers in Scotland 2021. 
They define what it means to be a teacher in Scotland 

today, giving greater emphasis (among other aspects) to 
the teacher as a form of ‘social glue’. They clearly outline 
what the profession wants for itself. 

It was in the spirit of collaboration and innovation that  
I presented our Strategic Plan 2020-23 and, since then, 
much has been achieved in partnership. Most of our work 
involves engagement with others and collaboration has 
been key to progressing a number of critical projects, such 
as the registration of college lecturers. We would have 
been unable to respond to the challenges of the pandemic 
without innovation and dedication to our registrants, in 
equal measure.   

As we emerge from the shadow of the pandemic, it is with 
a renewed sense of purpose and commitment to  
GTC Scotland colleagues and registrants, that I present 
our refreshed Strategic Plan 2020-2023.  
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OUR Covid-19 response saw us undertake significant 
unplanned work, including the creation of a Health and 
Wellbeing Hub and contingency planning for student 
placements, as well as extending support for new 
and existing probationer teachers. Reprioritisation of 
Professional Update sign-off and revalidations have taken 
place, alongside arrangements for hearings and panels 
to take place virtually. The creation of a virtual school 
for flexible route probationers and leading on contacting 
lapsed teachers has required us to flexibly divert resources 
while maintaining as close to business-as-usual working 
practice in a virtual environment as possible.  

Since the launch of our Strategic Plan 2020-23, intensive 
engagement with the Scottish and Westminster 
Governments, the profession and partners was required 
in relation to the Internal Market Bill and extensive 
staffing resource was needed for our participation 
in the Scottish Child Abuse Inquiry. There have been 
several consequences from these activities, including 
the provision of accurate data at short notice. New 
timelines have also been established for the development 
of core aspects of our work, such as the review of the 
Professional Code. 

Ensuring GTC Scotland remains contextually literate 
in our work is critical to our provision of services and 
contribution to Scottish education. Looking outwards and 
horizon scanning is an essential element of our strategic 

planning. There are a number of current issues that will 
inform our thinking and work, such as the current debate 
on the future of education and change to working practices 
post-Covid-19.  Included in this thinking are some very 
practical concerns along with some human ones – how 
do organisations continue to keep people safe, well and 
engaged in their own and the organisation’s development?

Looking forward, within this context, it also seems 
appropriate for GTC Scotland to ensure we advocate for 
education and teaching, encourage and support honest 
and innovative discussions with the profession, and adapt 
to meet changing needs and expectations. Our focus 
needs to consider how we engage with others, what role 
we can play in supporting some of the conversations for 
change and how we can use our data to shape and inform 
thinking, planning and practice.

While the recent past has brought significant challenges, we 
have also embraced the opportunities to learn more about 
our partners and ourselves. As the new Chief Executive 
and Registrar for GTC Scotland, I need to learn from the 
past to help us look to the future. It is in this context that 
we have refreshed our plans for the remaining two years of 
our Strategic Plan. This document therefore replaces our 
previous strategic plan for this period. We have refined our 
plans for delivering on our three planned strategic outcomes 
and have added a fourth - to ensure sustainable, healthy and 
future-proof working arrangements. 

Chief Executive and Registrar’s 
Statement

Dr Pauline Stephen 
Chief Executive and Registrar 
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i. Act as guardians for the standards of professionalism 
with and for Scotland’s teachers and lecturers.  

ii. Outline the expected conduct of teachers and lecturers. 

iii. Keep the Register of Teachers in Scotland by 
registering teachers who have qualified within 
Scotland as well as in the rest of the world.  

iv. Protect the public through effective registration, 
regulation and management of the Register of Teachers.   

v. Support those becoming teaching professionals through:
 n  accrediting programmes of initial teacher education; 
 n  administering the student placement system; 
 n  managing the teacher induction scheme; 
 n  advising students and probationers; 
 n  advising probationer supporters and employers; and 
 n  providing advice to individuals wishing to teach in 

Scotland.  

vi. Support teachers and lecturers through:
 n  providing an infrastructure for professional learning 

through MyPL; 

 n  ensuring teachers maintain their professional 
learning through Professional Update; 

 n  providing guidance about effective Professional 
Review and Development; 

 n  supporting teacher wellbeing through our Health 
and Wellbeing Hub;

 n  enhancing a focus on equalities and diversity 
through our Equalities and Diversity Hub; and

 n  providing a voice for teaching by giving advice to the 
Scottish Government and other partners.  

vii.  Encourage the professional growth of teachers and    
 lecturers through:

 n  providing opportunities for professional recognition; 
 n  awarding the Standard for Headship; 
 n  supporting additional registration; 
 n  leading coaching development; 
 n  recognising and celebrating excellence in 

professional learning; 
 n  engaging with national and international partners with 

the aim of influencing teacher growth in Scotland; and
 n  providing information, advice and support direct to 

teachers through Teaching Scotland magazine and a 
series of professional guides.

Our vision is to inspire world-class teaching professionalism. 

While this strategic plan summarises our focus for the next 
two years, the past year has supported our consideration 
of our longer-term plans. In terms of our future operating 
model, our 10-year forward focus sees us strengthening 
all aspects of teacher professionalism, with a particular 
emphasis on professional learning and providing support 
to the profession while embedding a regular cycle of 
refinement for Professional Standards and Professional 
Codes and improving registration and regulation efficiency.  

We anticipate this happening through an increased focus 
on the digital first and self-serve approaches to providing 
services, streamlining our key processes and improving 

our approaches to data management to ensure feedback 
from the profession helps inform systemic national work 
as well as improve our own service delivery. Engagement 
with registrants will be a central theme of our work. Over 
this period we will require to be proactive in response to 
the management and development of our governance 
arrangements, including considering how well we engage 
children and young people in our strategic planning. 

Our mission is to maintain the integrity of registration and 
regulation of the teaching profession as a safeguard for the 
quality of education in Scotland and to enhance teaching 
professionalism at an individual, group and system level.  
We believe this helps ensure the best possible outcomes 
for children, young people and adult learners.
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What We Do - Our Core Tasks

Our ‘Why’ -  
Our Vision and Our Mission



In order to promote professionalism, we believe we should be professional in all that we do.  
 

Our Values 

 n Trust and Respect 
We know that GTC Scotland is about all of us and that 
we are all equally important. We actively seek out and 
listen to the views of others. We support each other 
and take time to build positive working relationships.  
We recognise and celebrate success and strive to 
deliver high-quality services to registrants. 

 n Integrity 
We do what we say we will. Our integrity is important 
to us and at GTC Scotland we deliver on our plans 
and effectively communicate with registrants, our 
partners, the public, our Council members and within 
the organisation.  We are committed to continual 
learning and improving what we do. 

 n Social Justice 
Working at GTC Scotland means to embrace 
diversity and recognise and celebrate differences. We 
understand that effective wellbeing is at the heart of 
professionalism and seek to support each other and 
our registrants. We take our responsibility to actively 
challenge discrimination seriously.

Our Principles are our Values in Action  

 n We care 
At GTC Scotland we care about education and 
the future of our organisation. We honour our 
requirements as an independent charity, professional 
body and regulator.  
 
We enhance professionalism in teaching in all that we 
do to support registrants. We believe doing this will 
ultimately benefit learners.   
 
We act responsibly in how we use our resources and 
take sustainability matters seriously.  

 n We add value  
At GTC Scotland we focus on understanding factors 
that impact on our registrants. 
 
We use data to ensure our services are of high 
quality, provide a voice for registrants and reflect the 
expectations of our registrants and the public. 

 n We learn  
At GTC Scotland we are all learners. We know we have 
a responsibility to keep learning, share learning and 
work creatively to seek positive solutions.  

 n We communicate 
We are transparent in what we do. We work to clearly 
convey our messages and listen to others in a way that 
gains the full meaning of what’s being said and ensures 
we have heard and understood. We recognise that 
effective communication means understanding the 
contexts in which we work and distilling the essence of 
complex matters.  

 n We collaborate 
We do very little on our own. We work with our 
registrants, colleagues and partners collaboratively 
to achieve our overall aims and enhance teaching 
professionalism. We understand that effective 
collaboration involves putting ourselves in the shoes of 
others and seeing an issue from their point of view.
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How We Do It – 
Our Values and Principles 



Strategic  
Outcome 1

Upholding public trust and confidence 
in teaching professionals

Business as Usual Activity  n maintain and enhance integrity of registration processes;
 n maintain and enhance integrity of regulation processes;
 n promote routes into the teaching profession;
 n accredit initial teacher education programmes;
 n effectively operate student placement scheme on behalf of  

partnership arrangement;
 n effectively operate teacher induction scheme and flexible route on behalf of 

the Scottish Government; 
 n support and advise early careers teachers;
 n effectively manage appeals and litigation;
 n provide professional learning for Fitness to Teach and education panel members; 
 n engage in and respond to national legislative and policy matters.

Key developments 21/22  n revise and consult publicly on our registration rules, including registration policy 
for college lecturers;

 n influence national legislative and educational matters;
 n consider our register for the future and the potential registration of  

other groups;
 n develop and deliver operational systems for registration of college lecturers;
 n introduce college lecturers to Professional Update;
 n engage with colleges on Fitness to Teach referral and processes;
 n work with Scottish Government in relation to TQFE; 
 n support the independent sector to further understand regulation and 

registration requirements;
 n deliver an online registration application process;
 n improve data integrity, reporting and architecture mapping;  
 n manage Covid-19 recovery of Fitness to Teach processes; 
 n update policy and guidance relating to teacher induction scheme and the  

flexible route;
 n engage with the profession about teacher professionalism.

Key developments 22/23  n develop new professional code/s;
 n begin to develop professional competency framework for college sector;
 n improve data visualisation use;
 n review professional competency framework for teachers and develop  

support structures.

Improvement Performance 
Measures

 n September 2021 – eligible college lecturers invited to join the Register of 
Teachers;

 n December 2021 – Covid-19 regulation arrangements evaluated;
 n January 2022 – Public consultation concluded in relation to new  

Registration Rules;
 n February 2022 – online registration in place;
 n April 2022 – new Registration Rules in place;
 n April 2022 – eligible college lecturers invited to join the Register of Teachers;
 n June 2022 – output from professional debate on teacher professionalism 

evaluated;
 n June 2022 – operational processes for college lecturer registration evaluated.

Strategic Outcomes
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Strategic  
Outcome 2

Inspiring and influencing the ongoing 
transformation in the leadership and professional 
learning of teaching professionals

Business as Usual Activity  n act as guardians of the Professional Standards and engage with the profession 
to promote teachers’ professionalism;

 n provide professional advice and guidance to support enactment of the 
Professional Standards and effective use of COPAC;

 n champion equality, diversity, inclusion and health and wellbeing of the profession;
 n promote and validate Professional Update practices;
 n promote engagement with the national model of professional learning;
 n support the effective use of Professional Review and Development;
 n effectively manage Professional Update cohorts; 
 n ensure effective operation of professional recognition process;
 n ensure effective operation of Standard for Headship process;
 n recognise effective professional learning; 
 n support implementation of the national Gaelic plan.

Key developments 21/22  n enact the new Professional Standards for Teachers 2021 and introduce the 4E 
Model – explore, engage, enact, embed;

 n host a conversation with the profession and partners about  
teacher professionalism;

 n define and promote GTC Scotland’s position on teacher professionalism to 
inform the review of the professional code;

 n commission Children in Scotland and Intercultural Youth Scotland to  
lead professional learning and intervention with teachers in relation to  
anti-racist education; 

 n support employers and educators to increase diversity in the teaching profession; 
 n complete local authority, independent schools and national bodies Professional 

Update revalidations;
 n enhance and extend the probationer support programme;
 n effectively engage with the college sector to support effective registration and 

the promotion of lecturer professionalism; 
 n embed and extend the Stepping Stones programme to support post 

probationer teachers;
 n develop Professional Guides and related supports;
 n commission research in relation to the impact of Covid-19 on teachers.

Key developments 22/23  n review Professional Update and MyPL in preparation for post 10 years of 
Professional Update planning (2024); 

 n undertake partnership engagement in relation to the review of COPAC;
 n review the Excellence in Professional Learning Awards (EPLA);
 n create a Practitioner Enquiry Hub.

Improvement Performance 
Measures

 n June 2022 – review of first year of engagement in relation to Professional 
Standards for Teachers 2021;

 n June 2022 – evaluation of support for early career teachers;
 n June 2022 – evaluation of teacher professionalism conversation; 
 n June 2022 – report submission from Children in Scotland and Intercultural  

Youth Scotland;
 n June 2022 – all PU revalidations completed;
 n August 2022 – Practitioner Enquiry Hub created;
 n September 2022 – review of EPLA complete;
 n October 2022 – review of progress of college lecturer registration; 
 n June 2023 – establish future arrangements for Professional Update. 

Strategic  
Outcome 3

Deliver innovative data informed and high-quality 
accessible services to registrants and other 
stakeholders

Business as Usual Activity  n ensure equality, diversity and inclusion are central to our processes;
 n effectively use data to support registrants and advise partners;
 n embrace changing digital needs of registrants, moving to digital by default 

wherever possible;
 n financial modelling to help inform decision making;
 n enhance EBSCO resources;
 n increase engagement with MyGTCS and MyPL.

Key developments 21/22  n enhance our quality assurance for continuous improvement functions;
 n develop new website; 
 n explore the incorporation of UNCRC into our work.

Key developments 22/23  n development of improved contact arrangements;
 n develop Memorandum of Understanding with the Scottish Government, 

Education Scotland, SCDE and other key partners;
 n improve feedback routes from registrants to inform service delivery;
 n complete implementation of Atlas (our management information system) for 

all functions/areas and address identified issues.

Improvement Performance 
Measures

 n November 2021 – GTC Scotland website launched;
 n June 2022 – optimisation of current Atlas system;
 n June 2023 – implementation of Atlas for all functions.
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Strategic  
Outcome 4

Ensure sustainable, healthy and future proof 
working arrangements

Business as Usual Activity  n effective financial management and monitoring of financial performance;
 n ensure effective business continuity planning and risk management;
 n reduce our carbon footprint;
 n ensure best practice re GDPR and cyber security;
 n ensure compliance with external financial reporting requirements;
 n ensure digital infrastructure supports agile and flexible working;
 n ensure compliance with health and safety legislation;
 n effective prioritisation of work planning and resource allocation;
 n effective Council and Committee governance, reporting and servicing;
 n effective Council elections management;
 n operate as an inclusive and diverse organisation.

Key developments 21/22  n undertake enabling work for organisational restructure;
 n develop new flexible and agile working framework to support post Covid-19 

working arrangements;
 n focus on supporting the organisational culture to enable change with a focus 

on collaboration and employee learning; 
 n reset organisational values and principles;
 n lead digital and data services reshape; 
 n review project management support and structures;
 n undertake process mapping and development of standardised  

operational procedures; 
 n develop long-term financial strategy (including approach to fee setting) and 

improve financial management/reporting.

Key developments 22/23  n manage preparation work for organisational restructure;
 n develop and implement procurement strategy, including supplier  

management structure;
 n consider future office environment; 
 n upgrade to SharePoint Online. 

Improvement Performance 
Measures

 n September 2021 – new vision, mission, values and principles in place;
 n December 2021– new project management processes in place;
 n January 2022 – flexible working framework in place;
 n March 2022 – SharePoint online in place; 
 n April 2022 – medium-long term financial modelling complete;
 n June 2022 – data and digital reshape;
 n October 2022 – process mapping complete.



Our Leadership Strategy for Success

The following diagram highlights the framework that will support our leadership as we deliver the ambitions  
set out in our Strategic Plan:

These themes provide the focus for our cross-cutting activities (how we will go about the work detailed in this  
Strategic Plan), which aim to ensure our added value for Scottish education. This framework has been developed with 
reference to resources by Barry Quirk.

Leadership 
with clear goals

Ambition 
Capability 
Confidence

Effective 
execution

Innovation with 
partners and 

complementors

Clarity 
of purpose

Evaluation of 
social results 
and impact

Strategic 
coordination 
of energies

Strategic control 
of resources

Direction setting 
 

Design and delivery 
 

Positive outcomes

An organisational wide learning plan has been established to support our work. This will include activities which ensure 
that GTC Scotland staff are knowledgeable about the work of the whole organisation, focus on effective planning and the 
integration of our work, and have the individual support they need.

Organisational Learning Plan 
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GTC Scotland
Clerwood House,  
96 Clermiston Road,
Edinburgh EH12 6UT
Tel: 0131 314 6000
Fax: 0131 314 6001
E-mail: gtcs@gtcs.org.uk

www.gtcs.org.uk
www.in2teaching.org.uk


